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Abstract 
This paper presents an optimal bound on the Shannon function L(n,m,E) that gives the worst- 
case circuit-size complexity to approximate, within an approximation degree at least a, partial 
boolean functions having n inputs and domain size m. That is 
Our bound applies to any partial boolean function and any approximation degree, and thus 
completes the study of boolean function approximation introduced by Pippenger (1977). 
Our results give an upper bound for the hardness function h(f), introduced by Nisan and 
Wigderson (1994), which denotes the minimum value I for which there exists a circuit of size at 
most I that approximates a boolean function f with degree at least l/Z. Indeed, if H(n) denotes 
the maximum hardness value achieved by boolean functions with n inputs, we prove that for 
almost every n 
H(n) < 2n’3 + n* + 0( 1). 
The exponent n/3 in the above inequality implies that no family of boolean functions exists 
which has ‘full’ hardness. This fact establishes connections with Allender and Strauss’ (1994) 
work that explores the structure of BPP. 
Finally, we show that for almost every n and for almost every boolean function f of n inputs 
we have 
The contribution in the proof of the upper bound for L(n, m, E) can be viewed as a set of technical 
results that globally show how boolean linear operators are ‘well’ distributed on the class of 
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4-regular domains. This property is then applied to approximate partial boolean functions on 
general domains using a suitable composition of boolean linear operators. 
1. Introduction 
We investigate the concept of approximation of boolean functions introduced by 
Pippenger [20]. The main result of this paper is an optimal bound on the trade-off 
between the circuit-size complexity and the degree of approximation. The obtained 
result holds for the general case, that is, for any partial boolean function and for any 
approximation degree function. As a consequence, we rovide a rather precise answer to 
the following question: ‘Which is the degree of approximation achieved by polynomial- 
size circuits for any (and thus even random) boolean function?’ or, equivalently, ‘How 
much information a polynomial-size circuit can give about a random boolean function?’ 
This question plays an important role in several topics such as pseudorandom generators 
[25,18] and structural complexity [21,9]. In particular, we show some consequences 
of our results for the notion of hardness of boolean functions [ 191 that represents 
a key-ingredient to derive important results in structural complexity [ 1,9]. 
1.1. Pippenger’s concept of approximation, prior works and our results 
Let f :& + {O,l} (&C{O,l}“) b e a partial boolean function and consider the 
uniform probability function defined on &. The function L( f, E) denotes the minimum 
positive integer lmin for which a boolean circuit 2 S of size lmin exists such that 
Pr(f =S)>i +E, (1) 
where E (0 < E< i) denotes the approximation degree. The function App( f, Z) is the 
maximum value e for which there exists a circuit S of size at most 1 such that the 
inequality (1) holds. These two functions describe the trade-off between circuit-size 
complexity and degree of approximation. We can then introduce the ‘approximation’ 
version of the Shannon functions, i.e. the function Lo(n,&) defined as the maximum 
value of L( f,E) achieved by any boolean function f : (0, 1)” + (0, 1) and the fnnction 
L(n,m, E) as the maximum value of ,C( f, E) achieved by any partial boolean function 
f: d + {O,l} with jdjdm. The functions L( f ), Lo(n), L(n,m) denote the corre- 
sponding Shannon functions for perfect constructions (i.e. for E = i). Moreover, we 
can define the function Appo(n, Z) as the minimum value of App( f, I) achieved by any 
function f : (0, 1)” + (0, l} and the function App(n, m, I) for partial boolean functions 
in an equivalent way. The functions L( f, E) and App( f, I) clearly satisfies the following 
equations: 
L(f,e) =min{l:App(f,l)>&} and App(f,t) = max{c::L(f,E)<I). 
2 We consider boolean circuits having any kind of gates of one or two inputs. 
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Pippenger [20] introduced the function L(n, m, E) and obtained the asymptotical be- 
haviour for a restricted case, that is, when m = 52(2”) and E is a positive constant 
independent of II: 
L(n,m,e) - (1 + (; + &)log(; + E) + (; - &)log(; - e,,;. 
In this case, we have L(n,m, E) = @(m/n). Notice that the function m/n is also 
the asymptotical behaviour for L(n,m) (see [22,4]). Informally speaking, such results 
tell us that, when a constant degree of approximation (thus very high!) is required, 
it is then necessary to use boolean circuits having size equivalent to those required 
for perfect constructions. However, no information can be derived from Pippenger’s 
work about the degree of approximation achieved either by a circuit of smaller size 
or when the domain size is not exponential in n. In some applications, such as the 
construction of pseudorandom generators, this information is generally required. Our 
main contribution consists of determining the optimal bound for the functions Lo(n, E) 
and L(n, m, e) in the general case. 
Theorem 1.1. For any n > 0, 0 < m ~2” and E > 0, we have 
> 
+ O(n), 
+ O(n). 
The above theorem determines the approximation degree achieved by circuits of any 
fixed size 1. 
Corollary 1.1. A constant c > 1 exists such that if l~cn then 
(2) 
In [ 191, Nisan and Wigderson investigated the connections between the approxima- 
tion of boolean functions and the theory of complexity. In particular, they introduce 
the hardness function 3 h(f) = min{ I : App( f, I) 3 l/Z} and they proved that if a func- 
tion F : (0, l}* --+ (0, I} and positive constant CI exist such that (i) F E EXP and (ii) 
F has exponential hardness at n, i.e. for almost every n > 0, the restriction of F to 
the finite domain (0, l}” has hardness 2”“, then BPP = P. More recently, Allender 
and Strauss [l], by using the measure theory introduced by Lutz, proved that there 
exists a function F: (0, l}* ---f (0, l} which is computable DTZ~E(22p”‘y(n’) (thus recur- 
sive) and which has hardness at II at least 2”“, where c is any positive constant such 
that c < $. They also proved that the same result holds for some other subclasses of 
3 For the sake of simplicity, we use here that the two definitions are equivalent. 
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DTZME(22p0’Y”’ ) like EXPpspAcE, The two main consequences observed by Allender 
and Strauss of these results are the following (see [l]): BPP & PL for almost every 
language L E DTZME(2”*), where 6 is any positive constant; BPP C PL for almost 
every language L E PSPACE. Further results that motivate the interest on the concept 
of hardness and its connections with structural complexity can be found in [21,9]. 
Let H(n) denote the maximum hardness achieved by boolean functions with IZ in- 
puts then the lower bound in Corollary 1.1 implies the following upper bound on the 
hardness function. 
Corollary 1.2. For any n > 0, 
H(n) d 2”‘3 + n2 + O( 1). 
The constant i in the above inequality is rather surprising because ordinarily one 
may think that there exists at least one non-uniform family of boolean functions having 
‘full’ hardness (i.e. for almost every IZ, H(n) = Q(2”/2/nk) for some k > 0). On the 
contrary, Corollary 1.2 states that no family of finite boolean functions function F : 
{O,l}* + {O,l}) exi t s s which has ‘full’ hardness (notice that the gap between the 
obtained upper bound and a ‘full’ hardness is exponential). Furthermore the existence, 
proved by Allender and Strauss, of a function, with hardness ‘at 12’ not smaller than 2c” 
(where c is a constant such that c < i, which belongs to a class strictly contained in the 
class of recursive functions (e.g. EXPpspAcE ), and the result of Corollary 1.2 imply 
that non-uniformity (or non-recursivity) does not significantly increase the hardness of 
boolean functions. 
Finally, we will prove the following result. 
Theorem 1.2. For almost every n andfor almost every boolean function f of n inputs, 
we have 
h(f)>2+21°sn. 
The above results may be globally interpreted as further positive indications for the 
conjecture claiming that the gap between deterministic and randomized computational 
power is not large [19]. 
1.2. Adopted techniques: the probabilistic method and linear operators 
The lower bounds in Theorem 1.1 and the result of Theorem 1.2 are obtained by 
a suitable use of standard counting arguments and the use of a particular form of 
the Chemoff bound [ 10, 121. Another contribution, however, is in the technique herein 
proposed to derive the upper bound. This technique consists of using the probabilistic 
method (see [2]) to derive the existence of some particular boolean linear operators 
which can be applied to approximate boolean functions. The importance of boolean 
linear operators lies in the fact that they have a small (i.e. polynomial) circuit size 
[ 171. First, we consider a natural algebraic property on the set of boolean domains: 
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a set d C (0, 1)” is 4-regular if, for any choice of four pairwise different vectors 
in -Pe, their sum (i.e. the @ operation performed component by component) yield: 
a non-zero vector. We then prove that if we choose randomly a linear operator 1 
(i.e. a vectorial linear function) defined on a 4-regular domain d then, with high 
probability, it is ‘well-distributed’ (i.e. there are not too many elements in d having 
the same image according to ?). From this algebraic result, we show how to use linear 
operators to approximate partial boolean functions defined on 4-regular domains. We 
thus obtain the upper bound of Theorem 1.1 in this restricted case. The next step 
consists in extending the upper bound for 4-regular domains to general domains. To 
this aim, we prove the existence of an injective vectorial function j,, having linear 
circuit complexity, that maps the set (0, 1)” into the set (0, l}” (for some constant 
c > l), such that the resulting subset &({O, 1)“) is 4-regular. The technique for the 
case of general domains is still based on linear operators; indeed, the function 5, is 
a convenient composition of linear operators that maps each non-zero element of (0, l}” 
to an element of (0, 1)” having a large (i.e. linear) number of 1’s. We then show that 
this property yields a 4-regular domain. Finally, for any function f defined on d, we 
use the injectivity of 5, in order to construct a new function f * defined on j,( (0, 1)” ) 
such that L(f,c)<L(f*,s)+0(1~). S ince &({O, 1)“) is 4-regular, we obtain the upper 
bound for the general case. 
We believe that our rather general approximation method, based on linear operators, 
will give potential tools also in providing non-trivial upper bounds on the circuit-depth 
complexity to approximate boolean functions. 
2. Preliminaries 
Basic definitions and results on the theory of complexity of finite functions can be 
found in [8,24]. 
Let f : d + (0, 1) (JZZ & (0, 1)“) be a partial boolean function with n inputs. The 
value L(f) denotes the minimum positive integer lmin for which there is a boolean 
circuit 4 S of size Zmin that represents f, i.e. 
f (2) = S(2) for any x’ E AZZ. 
The Shannon functions La(n), L(n,m) [22] can be, respectively, defined in the fol- 
lowing way: 
Lo(n)=max{l(f): f:{0,1}“+{0,1}}, 
L(n,m)=max{Qf): f:32-+{0,1}, 
where G! is any subset of (0, 1)“: IdI = m}}. 
The behaviour of these functions have been deeply studied in several previous works, 
in particular, we have the following theorems. 
4 We consider boolean circuits having any kind of gates of one or two inputs. 
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Theorem 2.1 (Shannon [22]). 
Mueller [16] proved, by means of counting arguments, that Theorem 2.1 holds for 
almost always boolean functions. 
Successively, Lupanov [14] has derived the asymptotical behavior of the Shannon 
function, that is Lo(n) N 2”/n. 
Concerning partial boolean functions, Nechiporuk [ 171 has obtained the asymptotical 
behaviour of L(n,m) in the restricted case m = 2”-‘(“): 
L(n,m) - -K 
logm’ 
Sholomov [23] has proved the same result for a more general case: n(log n)(log log n) = 
o(m). 
Pippenger [20] has considered another interesting case for the function L(n,m). He 
has introduced the function LP(n, m, cc) which represents the (worst-case) circuit-size 
complexity of partial boolean functions with domain size m and with at most c1 number 
of l’s in the input. He has proved that 
LP(n,m,cr) - (-aloga - (1 - cc)log(l - CZ))~ 
when 
m = Q(2”), min(a, 1 - a) = Q( 1 ), 
More recently, Andreev [4] has proved the asymptotical behaviour of L(n,m) in the 
general case. 
Theorem 2.2. 
L(n,m) N --E- 
log m + o(n), 2Gm62”. 
Let us now formally define the concept of approximation for boolean functions which 
was first introduced by Pippenger in [20]. 
Let f : s$ -+ { 0, 1 } (ZZ’ C_ (0, 1)“) be a partial boolean function with n inputs and 
consider the uniform probability function defined on the domain JJ. The function 
L( f,~) denotes the minimum positive integer Zmin for which a boolean circuit 5 S of 
size lmin exists such that 
Pr(f=S)ai+E, (3) 
where E (0 < E < i) denotes the approximation degree. The function App( f, 1) is the 
maximum value E for which there exists a circuit S of size at most 1 such that Eq. (3) 
holds. 
5 We consider boolean circuits having any kind of gates of one or two inputs. 
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These two functions describe the trade-off between circuit-size complexity and degree 
of approximation. We can then introduce the ‘approximation’ version of the Shannon 
functions. 
Definition 2.1. 
Lo(n,s)=max{L(f,c): f:{O,1}“--t{O,1 
L(n,m,s) = max{L(f,c): f:& -+ (0, l}, 
where &’ is any subset c ,f (0, 1)" : l&d/ = m}. 
Moreover, we define 
kw,(n, 0 = min{&ptf, 4: f: (0, I>” - {O,l>>, 
App(n,m,I) = min{&p(f,/): f :d -+ (0, l}, 
where d is any subset of {O,l}” : j.dl = m}. 
Pippenger [20] obtained the asymptotical behaviour for a restricted case, that is, 
when m = Q(2”) and E is a positive constant independent of n: 
Theorem 2.3. 
L(?z,rn,E) N (1 + (+ + &)log(; + E) + (; - &)log(; - E)$ 
In this case, we have L(n,m, E) = @(m/n) and, from Theorem 2.2, we obtain an 
optimal bound equivalent to that for L(n,m). Informally speaking, such results tell 
us that, when a constant degree of approximation (thus very high!) is required, it is 
necessary to use boolean circuits having size equivalent to those required for perfect 
constructions. 
An interesting class of boolean functions is the class of linear boolean functions. 
Definition 2.2. A boolean function 1: { 0, 1 }” + (0, 1 } is linear if it can be represented 
in the following way: 
@I,. . ., x,) = MIXI CD . . . CB &lx, CE p, 
where ~(1 , . . . , c1,, fl are boolean constants. The set of all linear functions with n variables 
is denoted as 9,. 
Moreover, a vector function ? = (II, 12,. , I,) E (_Yn)’ (s 3 1) is called linear op- 
erator. The circuit-size complexity of linear operators has been studied in [ 171. In 
particular, we will use the following result. 
Theorem 2.4 (Nechiporak [17]). F or any linear operator i = (II, 12,. ,I,) E (Yn)” 
(s 2 1 ), we have 
L(i) = 0 
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3. Upper Bounds 
3.1. Linear approximation on I-regular domains 
In this section we show some interesting properties of linear boolean functions. In 
particular, we first introduce a particular class of boolean domains denoted in the 
sequel as 4-regular domains. We then prove an upper bound for the function L(n, m, E) 
restricted to partial boolean functions defined on 4-regular domains. 
Definition 3.1. A domain &c (0, 1)” is I-regular if for any 4-tuple (ay,ai,a<,a<) of 
vectors in d, such that 6 # a: (i # j), the three vectors a< @ a:, ai @a< and ai @ a< 
are linear independent. Observe that requiring the linear independence of the above 
three vectors is equivalent to the following statement: 
ai @a< @a3 @a< # (O,...,O). 
Our next goal is to evaluate the degree of approximation achieved by a random 
linear function with respect to a boolean function f : SS! + (0, 1) (J&’ & (0, 1)“) when 
its domain d is 4-regular. We thus consider a linear function as a random element 
selected from the space _!Z,, with uniform probability. For any a’ E d, we introduce 
the ‘agreement’ function defined on the space $“;1: 
&i(Z) = Z(Z) CE f(Z) $1 
(notice that [a(Z) = 1 iff f(Z) = Z(Z)). We then consider the following sum: 
E&(Z) = ;gpj(Z) = /{ii E d:f(d) = Z(a’)}l. 
In the following lemma, we provide some properties of the expected value of Ed. 
Lemma 3.1. Let E(Sd) denote the expected value Ed in Y,,. Then, for any set d 
of size m we have 
E(Zd) = y and E((Ed - E(E.&)2) = y. 
Moreover, if & is 4-regular, we then have 
(4) 
3m2 m 
E((& - E(&))4) = 16 - 8, 
Pr((Z& - E(&))2 < $E((& - E(Q))2))< g. (6) 
Proof. For any a’ E d we have Pr(& = 0) = Pr(& = 1) = i and also 
W(z) = ;, WC& - W5zN2> = :. (7) 
This implies E(Ed) = im. Observe that if ii,3 E & and a’ # 6 then the random 
functions 5~ and ta are independent. This basic result will be often used in the rest 
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of the paper thus, in which follows, we provide the proof. Assume that a’ # 6, then 
consider a linear mnction 
2(X1,X2,. ,x,> = UlXl a? cI2x2 63 . . CE c&x, cJ3 p. 
This function must satisfy the following system: 
The matrix of this system has rank 2 since a’ # b’ and, thus, number of solutions is 
2”+‘-‘. It follows that 
Pr((& = Ul)W~ = u2)) 
= 2-“-‘/{1: I E zn, Z(Z) @f(Z) @ 1 = ui, I(& @f(Z) @ 1 = uz}I 
= 22-l/(1:1 E ZX, Z(Z) = f(J) @ 1 $ ui, I(@ = f(g) 8 1 $ U2)I 
= 2-n-‘y-1 = I _ 1 4 -(of = WC& = w))Pr((tg = u2)), 
This proves that the random functions 5~ and t,- are independent. 
We can now state that Eq. (7) implies the following equations: 
Observe that if any four pairwise distinct random functions in the sum E,d are 
independent then Eq. (5) holds. A proof of this fact can be found in [ 111. However, 
we give here a new, simplified proof of this fact. Consider any enumeration of the 
components of 8&, i.e. 
and define 
TG# = C vi 
i= I,...,m 
wherei.+=&; fori=l,...,m. 
Observe that rd = Ed - m/2, and our goal is thus to compute E( T$). 
By definition we have 
r.$ = c v; $ C (4$Vj + 4ViV; + 6$~,2) 
i=l,...,m 1 <i<j<m 
+ C (6VfVjVk + 6vivfVk + 6ViUjUi) + C 4!(V,V,VkV,). 
I <i<jtk<m I<i<j<k<r<m 
Since, for any i, E(vi) = 0 then, for pairwise distinct i, j, k, Y, we have 
E(UfUj) = 0, E(UfUjVk) = 0, 
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and 
It follows that 
E( 2-s) = C E(u;) +6 C E(vfz$) 
i=l,...,m 1 $iij<m 
=;+6 
m(m-1) 1 3m2 m 
2 
_---_ 
16-16 8 
Our next step consists of proving that if a set d is 4-regular then, for any choice 
of four pairwise distinct elements a’i , . . . , iid E d, the corresponding random functions 
Li, . . . r?& are independent. Since these functions are binary, the probability of the event 
&, =u1 A.,* A 5~~ = ~4 is equal to the portion of those linear functions clixl @ . . . CB 
cc,x, @ /I such that the following equation is true: 
(8) 
Since z&’ is 4-regular it follows that the four vectors (?ii, l), . . . , (iid, 1) are linear 
independent and, consequently, the portion of linear functions satisfying Eq. (8) is 
equal to $, i.e. 
Pr(&, = u1 A . . A 5~ = ~4) = & 
= Pr(&, = ul) x Pr(& = ~2) x Pr(&& = ug) x Pr(tii, = ~4). 
This proves Eq. (5). 
Consider the values 
0 = (Ed - E(Ed))= and CI = 1 - Pr(O < iE(O)). 
If CI > i then Eq. (6) is true. In the sequel we then assume that CI Q i. Eq. (4) implies 
that 
It follows that the values of 0 can be written either in the form i2 in the case of even 
m or in the form ii2 in the case of odd m, for some integer i. Then, for any positive 
integer i, we define V(i) = i2 in the ‘even’ case and V(i) = ii” otherwise. Moreover, 
consider the probability 
We 
p(i) = Pr(O = V(i)). 
obtain 
E(O) = E p(i)V(i). 
i=l 
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Consider the following ‘partition’ of E(O): 
Cl = c P(i)V(i), &= c Pi> C3= C p(i)v(iL 
i: I<V(i)<S i:S<V(i)<N i : V(i)>N 
where S = iE(O) and N = (1/4z)E(O). From the definition of z, we obtain that 
Pr(O < S) = 1 - SI 
and thus 
c, 6(1 - a)S = 
and also 
Pr(SdO < N)dPr(O3S) = 1 - Pr(O <S) = cc. 
Consequently, we have 
C2 <olN = n&E(@) = ;E(@). 
Since E(O) = Cl + C2 + CJ we have that C3 2 iE(O) and thus 
E(02) 3 c I+)V(~)~~N C p(i)V(i) = NC3 
i : V(i)>N i: V(i)>N 
3 N;E(O) = &(E(0))2. 
We have just proved that 
E(O) = T and E((0)2) = g - T <g. 
Finally, since 
we obtain rx3 & which proves Eq. (6). 0 
The above results are now used to determine the portion of linear functions yielding 
an approximation degree not smaller than a positive value E for a boolean function f 
defined on a ‘small’ 4-regular domain. Let us describe this fact in a formal way. 
Definition 3.2. For any boolean function f we denote as I%)n(f, E) the set of all linear 
functions 1 E Y,, such that Pr(f = 1) 2 k + E. 
Lemma 3.2. Let sd be a 4-regular domain of size m d $E-~, where 0 c F: d k. Then, 
for any boolean function f defined on &, we have 
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Proof. From Lemma 3.1, we have 
SiIlCe Pr(z& - $rn =x) = pr(zd - im = -x), we have 
Moreover, the inequality m d $cp2 implies that 
Pr(8d2m(t+c)) >&. 
Finally, from the definition of Zd we obtain 
The above result can be interpreted as follows. A boolean function f with 4-regular 
domain can be approximated by a ‘large’ number of linear functions if the domain size 
is ‘sufficiently small’ with respect to the desired quality of approximation. Roughly 
speaking, our next step consists in defining a suitable partition for 4-regular domains. 
This partition will permit us to reduce the approximation problem for general 4-regular 
domains to the same problem restricted to 4-regular domains satisfying the ‘size’ con- 
dition required by Lemma 3.2. Our partition technique is based on the use of linear 
operators. Consider a linear operator I= (Zi,Z2 ,...,I,) E (_!Yn)’ and an element d’ E 
(0, l}S. We then define the (0, l}“-subset 
T-i<& = {a: $2) = d’}. 
Moreover, for any partial boolean function f with domain &’ & (0, l}“, we define 
the following partial boolean function: 
fl,J(“) = { ;;;Jfined 
It is easy to verify that 6 
fCz> = V ( i&,(Zi(a) CD 4 CD 1)) 
a 
A fj,J(a). 
Let Z!=(Z?i , . . . ,2&) be a system of pair-wise disjoint subsets of (0, 1)’ (i.e. a partition 
of some subset of (0, I}‘). We introduce the boolean operator 
6 We assume that 0 A * = 0 and 1 V * = 1, where * is the undefined value. 
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Lemma 3.3. If 3 is a partition of some subset of (0, 1)' and a constant C (0 < 
C< 1) exists such that 
PI d, I‘%17 i = 1,2 ,.._, k - 1, (9) 
then 
where 
f&C') = 
1 if d’ E Z?+, 
0 otherwise. 
L(Fj)bO $ . 0 
Proof. Let gi denote the restriction of function f3,i on the set U:+ S!j and define also 
the functions hi = v[izl f2 j. We have that 
fj,l = (lhi-1) A Si 
and, consequently, we can compute the operator ~~ using the following recursion. Let 
hl = fj, then 
fs.2 = (lhl> A 92, hz = hl v fs,2; 
fj.3 = (Th2) A 93, hs =hzvf2,+ 
. 
fzjk = (lhk-1) A gk, hk = hk-1 v fj,k. 
Observe that this construction easily implies that 
L(& <O(k) + 5&k). 
i=l 
If m, denotes the size of domain of gi, we have that mi = C,“=, ISjl and condition (9) 
implies that 
/J!r/>,C’-‘5 lc%jjl 
jci 
or, equivalently, 
It follows that k = O(s) since 1 <mk <2SC1-k. From Theorem 2.2 we finally 
have 
L(P-& ( 
pcl-i 
i=l lOg(2”C’-‘) 
+o@)) =o (%>. 0 
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Lemma 3.4. If the domain & of a boolean function f is 4-regular and a linear 
operator i E (Z,,)s exists such that, for any d’ E (0, 1)' (s> I), the domain size of 
function fiJ is at most b&C’ (i.e. I&n i-‘-‘(a)/ d $Em2), then 
L(f,E) =o f +0(n). 
0 
Proof. Consider the set partition constructed as follows. Let _%? & (0, 1)‘. Since for any 
d’ E 9 the domain size I& fl i-‘-‘(a)/ of function fi,J is at most $K2, we can apply 
Lemma 3.2 thus obtaining 
I~n(fj,&&)l/19nl 2 $g. 
Consequently, a (at least one) linear function hs exists such that 
I( 
l?:JEs, Pr(fj~=h~)2~+& 
>I 
>&lit/. (10) 
Let us define 9: = (0, 1)” and consider the corresponding linear function h9* as 
defined above; by induction, we can construct the sequence of pairs (Z?i, hi)(i > 0”) as 
follows: 
9’ = {o,l}s 
\(’ ) 
(J2j 3 
j=l 
hi+1 = hq 
and 
.%‘i+i= 
1 
a:aE~*,Pr(fja=hi+l)3~+E . 
> 
We have thus constructed a set partition j = (Z!i,5!2,. . . , Z!k) having the following 
properties. For any i 20 and for any 2 E 9i, 
Pr(fj,a = hi)> i + E. 
Observe also that the process terminates on the first step k > 0 for which 9: = 0 
and, by Eq. (IO), it is easy to prove that k = O(logn). Furthermore, we have that 
Z?i n 9j = 0 (i # j) and observe also that Eq. (10) implies 
PiI3 & j=$i 12_il. 
Let us now consider the ‘selector’ operator ?j(_ri,. . . ,x8) = (fj, 1,. . . , fJ,k), where 
f$,i(‘) = 
{ 
1 if d’ E 9i, 
0 otherwise. 
From Lemma 3.3, we have that the properties of the set partition ?? imply that the 
circuit-size complexity of i$ is 0(2’/s). We can now introduce the function f& which 
approximates f. Indeed, for any a’ E &, we define 
.&(d) = i$f~,(T(a)) A hi(@))). (11) 
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By construction of the components of f&, it follows that 
Pr(f‘ = f&)2; + F. 
From Eq. (1 1 ), we have the following upper bound on the circuit-size complexity 
of fapr: 
L(fapr>BL(~~)+L(i)+L((hl,h:!,...,hk)). (121 
From Theorem 2.4, the circuit-size complexity of linear operators satisfies the fol- 
lowing upper bounds: 
L(i) = 0 L((hl,hZ>...,hk)) = 0 + O(n). (13) 
Finally, (12) (13) the k O(log imply 
any E (0, 1 }” and for any d’ E (0, 1 }“, consider now the ‘agreement’ function 
5,~ : (9?n)S -+ (0, l} defined as 
where 7 = (11,12 , . . . , I,). Consider also the sum of points in (0, 1)" on which 7 is 
equal to a fixed value 2: 
q&) = c tz,a(i). 
?iE.d 
Notice that, according to the definitions adopted in Lemma 3.4, the value Ed a(i) 
is equal to the size of the domain of fi 2. The linear operator required by Lemma 3.4 
is given by the following result. 
Lemma 3.5. Let d be a 4-regular set of size m and let s> 1; then a linear operator 
iE (.9’,,))s exists such that 
c 
&E,,d(i)>22-w +1 
E&J(l) 62S. 
Proof. Consider the set &4(Z) = d - (2) and define 
(~J(ii,Li) = {iE (YJ : 5,a(i) = 1). 
For any 6’ E &(a’) we denote as g a the random function (6,~ restricted to the subspace 
(_Yn)S(&d’). We also define the sum 
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Since for any b’ E d(Z) the random functions &a, 56,~ are independent (the proof of 
this fact is similar to that shown in the proof of Lemma 3.1), we obtain 
and 
E((g a - E(&))2) = E((&; - E(&$)2) = (1 - 2-‘)2-‘. 
For any pairwise different &, 62 E d(Z) consider the following matrix: 
Since the vectors $1, & and a’ are pairwise different, it is easy to verify that the rank 
of the above matrix is 3. It follows that the random functions <a,~, (~,,a and tz;,,~ 
are independent and, thus, the random functions Ci a and 
1, 
Yi 
2, 
a are also independent. 
Consequently, the function Z: a satisfies the following equations: 
E(Z;,$ = 2-‘(m - 1) 
and 
E(($ d’ - E(5” a , ))2) = C E((g,a - E($$)‘) = (1 - 2-‘)2-@ - 1) 
i&(a) 
which imply that 
Pr( I$ d’ - 27?l- 1)1 a2-572) 
= Pr( 15” d’ - E(S2,a)l 32+m) 
E((E; a - E(Z’ ,_))2) E((Z” a - E(Z” a))2) 1 
< 
(E(S;,,))2’ ’ ‘(2-Sm)2 ’ Q2_Sm. 
It follows that, 
We now define the function 
ea(i) = 
{ 
1 if Ed,fcaj42 2Pm + 1, 
0 otherwise. 
We then have that E(&)Q 1/(2-Sm) and thus 
E Ed&i 62”. ( > 
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For any linear operator i, we have 
This implies that there exists at least one linear operator i for which 
c zd,(i)G2s. 0 
d:+d,,(i)>22-sm+l ’ 
We can now state the main result of this section. 
Theorem 3.1. If a partial boolean function f of n variables is dejined on a 4-regular 
domain L&’ of size m then, for any positive E, we have 
L(f,&) = 0 
( 
ms2 
log(2 + me2) > 
+0(n) . 
Proof. E is than some constant independent of n, the thesis is an im- 
of 2.2. 
1 < 
We can Lemma 3.5 obtaining operator i such that 
We can construct the and f2 
l For any a E d, 
.flG) = 
f (a-) if gd,icaj 1 8 < $2, 
undefined otherwise. 
a For any a E ~2, 
.fi(a’) = 
f(Z) if Ed,TCaj > $cw2, 
undefined otherwise. 
We now need to introduce another ‘selector’, that is the function g : (0, 1)’ + (0, I} 
defined as 
d@ = 1 if Fd,6< f se2, 
0 otherwise. 
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It is then easy to prove that the function f can be defined as 
f(4 = [fita') A st@m v v2w A (~d@w)l. 
Consequently, the following inequality holds: 
-qf,E)G(fl,E) +w2) +U) +m + 
Upper bound for general domains 
The aim of this section is to extend the upper bound for 4-regular domains stated 
in Theorem 3.1 to general domains. The main technical result consists in proving the 
existence of an injective function 5, : (0, 1)” -+ (0, 1)“’ (for some constant c > 1) 
having linear circuit complexity such that the resulting subset j,({O, 1)“) is 4-regular. 
The technique adopted here is still based on linear operators. 
Let us introduce the uniform probability function on the set r, of all permutations 
of n elements. If y E r, and a’= (al ,..., a,) E (0, l}“, we can define the new vector 
r(z) = (a,(i), a,(2), . . . , a,(,)). 
We introduce the linear operator Z?n(xi,. . ,n,)=(Hl,. . . ,H,,), where 
H~(x~,x~,...,x,) = &xj. 
j=l 
In the sequel, the term Ia’1 will denote the number of l’s in a’. 
Lemma 3.6. Let a’ E (0, 1)” such that lZ[ = k > 1 and let t < &II; then 
Proof. Observe first that 
Pr(lBn(y(a’))l = 7) = 
l{g E (0, l}” : lgl = k and I@n(8)/ = r}I 
0 
(16) 
n 
k 
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Let b’ E {O,l}” such that 161 = k>l and assume that bit,) = ... = bl(k) = 1, 
where i( 1) < . -c i(k). It is not hard to verify that, for k even, we have I@n(b’)l = 
~~!?,(i(Zj)-i(Zj-1)) and, fork odd, I@n(g)l = n+l-i(k)+C:k_;1”2(i(2j)-i(2j- 1)). 
If k is even we can then choose the integer numbers 1 d i( 1) < i(3) < < 
i(2k - 1) bn in at most (,$) distinct ways. If Itin <t we then have that, for any 
fixed sequence 1 d i( 1) < i(3) < . . . < i(2k - 1) dn, the number of choices for the 
numbers i(2), i(4), . , i(2k) is bounded by the number of positive integer sequences 
ni, n2,. . , nkJ2 satisfying the condition x;“, nj <t. The number of such sequences is at 
most (G,). From the above facts we obtain (here we omit some computations): 
l{g E {O,l}" : $ = klI%@)l <t}l d 
(;2) (k;Z) ’ (i) (;r2’ 
By applying the same counting arguments, we have the following upper bound for 
the case of k odd: 
(;) (!!)‘ii’,, < (;) <y2. 
From Eq. (16), the lemma is proved. 0 
Lemma 3.7. Let 3’: denote the set of all linear function 1 E _5Za such that l(6) = 0. 
Then, for any n 3 1, there exists a positive constant 6 such that a linear operator 0, E 
(Zj)6n exists such that Id,(Z)/ 26n for any vector a’ # 6 Furthermore, L(&) < 1 On. 
Proof. Suppose that y1,y2,. . . , ys are permutations selected at random and indepen- 
dently from r, and y is, instead, a permutation selected at random from rs,. We define 
ko = L&z] and, for any a’ E (0, l}“, consider 
p(Z,k) = Pr Ifin(yi(Z))l < ik f, 
( J- 
for any i= 1,2,3,4,5 
> 
, k= l,..., ko 
We use the notation p(k) for any a’ with Ia’1 = k since in this case the above probability 
depends only on k. By Lemma 3.6, we have (here we omit some computation) 
Consequently, 
It follows that there exists at least one sequence of five permutations yi, ~2,. . . , ~5 
such that, for any GE (0, 1)” with /a’[ = k (1 <k dko), there is at least one index i E 
{ 1,. ,5} for which IZ?,(yi( a’))1 2 &k@. It follows that $( a’) I> &km where 
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-@ii) = (i3i”(Yl(a’)),~j”(Y2(a’)),... , k’(ys(a’))). Since &k@< ~ko~d~, 
Lemma 3.6 implies that 
We can then choose a constant 6 such that (is) 
(1/32)k~ 
<(XT’4-k. It follows that 
~Pr(S?k {OJ}“: Ja’l = k ,l~5”(~(~(a)))l~k,)~~4-k~~. 
k=l k=l 
Consequently, there exists at least one permutation y E r,,, such that, for any a’ E (0, 1)” 
with Ia’1 = k (1 <k <ko), we have Ifiisn(y(@Z))) 12 ko. Finally, we define 
&(a’) = (a-, fijsn(@%+))> ~“(Y2(a’))>-~ fi”(yS(a’))))>, 
thus obtaining I &(a’)1 36~1 for any a’ E (0, 1)". Observe that the upper bound 10n 
for L( 0,) is an immediate consequence of the construction of 0,. 0 
Lemma 3.8. For any n 3 1, an operator 5, : (0, 1)” + (0, 1)“’ exists such that L(&) 
<c2n and the set &({O, 1)“) is 4- re u ar, g 1 where cl and c2 are some positive con- 
stants. 
Proof. We first observe that if 5, is injective then it is not hard to see that the set 
S&(0, I}“) is 4- regular if and only if for any different choice of (a’~, 22, 23, 24) (a’i # 
Lij, i # j)7 we have: i,(Z,) @ jn(&) @ i,(?&) @ i,( 24) # 8. Furthermore, Lemma 
3.7 provides, for any n > 1, a linear operator 0, = (Ql , . . . , Qsn) E ( LZn)6n exists such 
that: (i) a,( 6) = 6; (ii) for any non-zero vector a’ E (0, l}“, I &(a’)[ >&I, for some 
6 > 0; (iii) the circuit-size complexity of a,, is linear in n (i.e. L( a,) < 10~~). Let 
T- > 0 and consider a random index sequence (i(l), i(2), . . . , i(r)) such that 1 < i( 1) < 
i(2) < . . . < i(r)<6n. If a’~, a’;, E (0, 1)” (dl # a’~), then it is easy to prove that 
PrQi(j)( 21) = Qi(j)( a’~), j = I,&. . . , r d 
If g is a random boolean function of r variables then, for any (a-1, 7i2, Z3, &), we 
have that 
Pr ~g(Qicl,(~k),Qic?,(i;kX...,Qicr,(i;k)) = 0 
( 
4 
k=l > 0 
< 2 ,-(1/&P + ;. 
We can thus choose a positive constant r such that the above probability is bounded 
by $. We now apply the same reasoning on a ‘vectorial’ system having R components. 
Let i(jl,j,) (jl = l,.. .,R and j2 = I,..., r) be a set of random sequences such that 
l<i(j,l) < ... < i(j,r)<6n (j = l,..., R) and consider a set of R random boolean 
7 In the sequel, we will always consider 4-tuple satisfying this condition. 
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functions g&t ,..., x,) (j = 1, . . . . I?); notice that the random choices are made in- 
dependently and uniformly. Hence, we can define the random boolean operator G = 
(Gt,..., GR) where, for any a’ E (0, l}“, we have Gj(a’) = gj(Qi(j,l)(Z) ,..., Qi(j,r,(Z)) 
In this case, for any (21, a’~, a’s, &) we have that Pr @izl 6( c?&) = a<( $)“. Further- 
more, if we choose R = 16n we obtain the following inequalities. 
Notice that Eq. (17) implies also the injectivity of G. Consequently, an injective 
operator G: (0, 1)” + (0, 1}16” exists such that, for any (21, a’~, a’s, &), we have 
+ 
@;=, G(&) # 0. Th’ IS implies that the subset G({O, 1)“) is 4-regular. Finally, we 
observe that the operator (? has linear complexity since R is linear and Y is a constant. 
The thesis is then proved by defining 5, = 6. 0 
Theorem 3.2. For any n > 0, 0 < m d q2” and E > 0, we have 
L(n,m,&) = 0 
( 
rnE2 
log(2 + ms2) > 
+ O(n), 
thus 
Lo(n, E) = 0 ( 2”&2 log(2 + 2”&2) ) + O(n). 
Proof. Letf: &‘-+ {O,l) b e a b 1 oo ean function with I&‘/ = nz. Consider the operator 
&: {OJ}” + (0, l}R defined in Lemma 3.8 where R is linear in n. Then, we define 
the partial boolean function f * : (0, l}R -+ {O,l} as follows: for any b’ E (0, l}R, 
f*(g) = f( 2) if J,,( a’) = b’ for some a’ E & and undefined otherwise. From Lemma 
3.8, _f* has a 4-regular domain and, thus, by Theorem 3.1 we have (notice that the 
size of the domain of f * is also equal to m): 
L(f*,&) = 0 mE2 
log(2 + me2) > + O(R) = 0 mE2 log(2 + mc2) + O(n). (18) 
Since 3, is bijective from the f-domain to the f *-domain, we have that L(f, E) 
<L( f*, E) + L(j,). Finally, by (18) and Lemma 3.8 we obtain 
L(f,&) = 0 
( 
mE2 
log(2 + mc2) > 
+0(n). 0 
4. Lower bounds for Lo(n, E) and L(n,m,~) 
Theorem 
(1) 
(2) 
4.1. For any n > 0, 0 < m <2” and 0 < E< i, we have: 
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Proof. (1) Observe first that if mc2 <n log n then 
(me2)(log(2 + me2))-l = O(n) 
and, thus, we obtain the thesis. We now assume that me2 >n log n. Let &c (0, I}” 
with 1~21 = m, the number of partial boolean function defined on d which can be 
approximated with degree E by a fixed circuit is 
(19) 
From Chemoff bound, it is possible to prove (see [ 10, 121) the following inequality: 
(20) 
where c is some positive constant. Consequently, from the inequality (20), at least 
circuits are required to approximate all boolean functions defined on d. Furthermore, 
the number of circuits with size not bigger than 1 is at most (cl&)‘+“, for some 
positive constant cl (see [15]). Consequently, the required number of circuits, with 
size not bigger than I, must satisfy the following inequality: 
Without lost of generality we can assume that cl > 1 and c < 1. If 
z < L_ mE2 
4ci log(2 + me2> - n 
then 
z+n-d- mE2 c rnE2 
4c, log(2 + me2) G 4 log(2 + rnE’) 
and also 
c 
(c1nZ)dc1n- 
rnE2 1 
4Ci log(2 + mE2) 
<n;rne’ <nmE2 <(me2)2. 
It follows that 
(cinl) I+?? < ((mE2)2j 
where 
C me2 
Y=410g(2+m~2)’ 
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This implies that 
(c1nO 
1+n < y d, 
thus proving the first lower bound of the theorem, i.e. 
1=5) 
( 
rnE2 
> log(2 + mC2) . 
(2) We first observe that Lo(n,s) an - 1. Indeed, consider the boolean function 
f = XI $ ~2 @ . . ax,,; if a boolean function g (and thus a circuit) has at most n - 1 
‘significative’ variables, then Prf = g = i. The bound 
is thus a consequence of the above fact and of the lower bound for L(n,m, E) proved 
in part ( 1) of this proof. 0 
We can now derive the optimal bound on the function Appo(n, 1) (notice that an 
equivalent bound also holds for the function App(n,m, 1)). 
Corollary 4.1. A constant c > 1 exists such that if 1 >cn then 
App& 4 = 0 (21) 
Proof. From Theorems 4.1 and 3.2, we have 
I=0 
2”App(n, O2 
log(2 + 2”App(n, Z)2) 
+ O(n).
Then, for 13 cn, we obtain 
0 
2”App(n, O2 
log(2 + 2”App(n, 1)2) 
= O(Z). 
It follows that 
2”App(n, Q2 = @(I log I), 
App(n,1) = 0 ( (Flf2). •I 
5. A tight bound for the hardness of boolean functions 
As stated in the Introduction, the hardness function can be defined in the following 
way: 
H(n) = max{h(f): f : (0, l}” + (0, l}}, 
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where h(f) = min{Z: App(f, Z)> l/Z}. The upper bound shown in Theorem 3.2 gives 
an interesting upper bound for H(n). 
Corollary 5.1. H(n) ,< 2n/3 + n2 + 0( 1). 
Proof. From Corollary 4.1, for any boolean function f of n inputs, we have that 
APP(f, 4 2APPl)(% 0 2 I,& - O(n)P-“. 
Thus, for 1 = 2”13 + n2 and for almost every n, we obtain 
App(f,Z)a2-“/‘+. 
Consequently, h(f) < I. q 
The next result shows that there exists a large number of non-uniform families of 
finite boolean functions having almost maximum hardness. 
Theorem 5.1. For almost every n andfor almost every boolean function f of n inputs, 
we have 
Proof. Consider boolean function f : (0, 1)” -+ (0, 1) with hardness at most I, and 
define NH(n, I) as the number of such functions. Then a circuit C of size at most 1 
exists such that 
1 1 
PrC(x) = f(x) 2 - + - 
2 z 
(or, equivalently, PrC(x) = f(x) < + - l/Z). 
Given a circuit C, the number of functions f that satisfies the above inequality is 
at most 
2 * wgll’) (2J. 
By using Chernoff bound (see [lo, 121) we have that this sum is bounded by 
22n2-c(l/l)z*2” 
for some positive constant c. The number of circuits C having size at most Z is bounded 
by (c~nZ)“+~, for some positive constant ci (see [15]). Consequently, the number of 
boolean functions with hardness at most Z is bounded by 
(clnZ)“+[22n2-c(‘/‘)**2n. 
If Z <2n’3-2 “s n we have that 
c(l/#*2” _ 
p/3 
( > 
(n+2”‘3/nZ) 
n 
(clnZ)“+‘22 - - cln- 
n2 
22’2- c 2”‘3n4 = o(22” )- 
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It follows that almost every boolean function has hardness at least 2n/3-2 log ‘. 0 
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